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Sometimes it’s amazing how much art influences our daily lives. For

“The time comes when we

me it’s almost constant. My walls are covered in photos, paintings

progress, must go forward,

and sketches that make me think, make me want to act, or even that

must grow. Else we wither,
decay, die.”

cause to break out into dance every time I see them. I surround myself

-Berenice Abbott

with books, so great are their numbers now that I may never get

Photography at the

through even half of them, but reassured just by their presence and

those people who needs to have music in the background at all times.
When it’s not their it plays in my head. There is no escape but that’s
just the way I like it.

At work, I daily encounter people coming to us to rescue and preserve
countless people who spend their lunches reading. Or particularly
inspiring is when sitting down to dinner, the waitress sits down
with you to sketch on the order pad. Art truly is everywhere.

I believe the experiment this magazine was at the beginning can be

considered a success. I base that on the fact that I recently met someone
who immediately came back to say, ‘Hey, you’re the guy from IMG.’
Perhaps not quite a household word, but in certain circles there is

promise. Of course, the fact that nearly 1000

people have downloaded the first issue despite

the utter lack of advertising only strengthens
the point.

Be sure to keep checking the website,

www.imgmagazine.net, for news and

updates. And keep spreading the word
about our little endeavour. Help our
community grow.

Brandon McGregor
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Introduction of Sorts

a damaged photo or painting they can’t bear to lose. Or there’s the

W o r d s . . . An

inspired by the ones I do get to read. And always the music. I’m one of

Crossroads

Have some great work to share,
some thoughts on the art

scene, news, or anything else to
share? Send it to us. If it’s art
related it has a home here.

Submissions can be sent to

submissions@imgmagazine.net
or can be uploaded from our
website at imgmagazine.net

Don’t be shy. Speak your mind
and share it with others. Let
the community grow

Special thanks go out to

The Artstract Company in
Gravenhurst, Ontario for

donating the server space to

host the IMG website. You can
reach them at:

www.theartstract.com
COVER: Shirley van der

Staay-Mondoux - For more,
see page 14

PAGE 2: Christi Stokes - For
more see page 12

BACK COVER: Shirley van
der Staay-Mondoux - For
more, see page 14
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You are free to copy, distribute,
display, and perform the work
under the following conditions:
*Attribution.
You
must
attribute the work in the
manner specified by the author
or licensor.
*Noncommercial. You may not
use this work for commercial
purposes.
*No Derivative Works. You
may not alter, transform, or
build upon this work.
*For any reuse or distribution,
you must make clear to others
the license terms of this work.
*Any of these conditions can
be waived if you get permission
from the copyright holder.
Your fair use and other rights
are in no way affected by the
above.
This is a human-readable
summary of the Legal Code
(the full license). To view a
copy of this license, visit http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/
by-nc-nd/2.0/ca/ or send a
letter to Creative Commons,
559 Nathan Abbott Way,
Stanford, California 94305,
USA.
Copyright of individual pieces
belongs to the creator. For more
information on any individual
piece featured here, contact the
artist.

imgmagazine.net or stop by www.imgmagazine.net/submit.php and

fill in our handy form. - THE DIGITAL REVOLUTION - Adobe

News...

This magazine is licensed
under the Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercialNoDerivs License.

Have an event to announce? Drop an email to submissions@

has partnered to present a couple of seminars on digital photography.
Digital Days covers all facets of digital photography for all levels of

user while Digital Workflow, not Slow looks at how to deal with all
those images - www.adobe.com/events/main.jsp - PHOTOSHOP
DOWN AND DIRTY - For even more photoshop trickery, take a

look at the upcoming events at www.photoshopseminars.com - NO
MORE MOUSE - Wacom has released a new tablet to replace

your mouse, the catch, this one is wireless. Currently only available
at 6”x8” and with the old style pen, but that will likely change -

www.wacom.com/pressinfo/press_release.cfm?id=116 - SCREEN
PRINTING WORKSHOP - Muskoka Place Gallery is offering
a Screen Mono-printing Workshop With Linda Kristin Blix on

Tuesday, August 23rd, 10:00 A.M. until 4:00 P.M. at Muskoka

Place Gallery, Foreman Road, Port Carling. Call Gayle at 765-

1048 or Linda at 687-4555 to register. - PEACHES! - The Peaches
Project presents...Peaches On Ice - at the Gravenhurst Opera House
August 21-24. Dinner/Show $40. Show only $20. For tickets

or details, call 687 - 5550 or 1-888-495-8888 - BECOME A

PUBLISHED AUTHOR - Writers hoping to launch or further

their literary career should know that entries to the Sunday Star-

Times Short Story Competition in association with Random House
are now open. - www.scoop.co.nz/stories/CU0508/S00063.htm

Sources: www.adobe.com - www.artscouncilofmuskoka.com - www.

bradymagazine.com - www.gravenhurst.ca/townOffice/operaHouse/
welcome.htm - www.scoop.co.nz - www.photoshopseminars.com
- www.wacom.com

www.imgmagazine.net



Know of a great site that you want to share with the world?

Drop an email to submissions@imgmagazine.net or stop by www.
imgmagazine.net/submit.php and fill in our handy form. -

adventures of Weebl and sometimes Weebl’s friend Bob? Very funny
little flash animations out of the UK - www.weebl.jolt.co.uk -

ONLINE MASTERPIECES - A canvas for your creation online.
Paint your own masterpiece or sit back and watch others do their

work one brush stroke at a time - artpad.art.com/artpad/painter/ -

GFX ARTIST - A real hub for digital illustrators new and old. See
the what everyone else is working on, or learn from their tutorials
while keeping up to date on the latest news. - www.gfxartist.com

- CSS ZEN GARDEN - A required visit for web developers. See

what is really possible with CSS based, standards compliant design.
The cutting edge where code and art meets. - csszengarden.com -

WHO’S OUT THERE? - Rather boring, but it certainly helps to

know what hardware your visitors are using before you find out no
one can view your site. - www.w3schools.com/browsers/browsers_

stats.asp - MOBY LIVES - News, views, and random rants on the
literary industry. Besides, who can argue with a site named for a

whale? - www.mobylives.com - FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION -

An interesting flash movie on copyright and the freedom of expression
as it impacts the art world. And quite a visually interesting movie

as well. - media.k10k.net/issues/issue131/ - THE ARTSTRACT

COMPANY - Where imaginations become printed realities. Stop by
the new and improved site and see what Gravenhurst’s design and

print headquarters has to offer. The Artstract Company donates site
hosting for IMG Magazine. www.theartstract.com.
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On The Web...

MMMM...PIE - Need a quick laugh? Why not check out the daily

Emily Dimov-Gottshall
Emily Dimov-Gottshall, a graduate of Cal State Universi-

ty of Los Angeles in Art, is an award winning artist. As well
as painting, illustration and sculpture, Ms Dimov-Gott-

shall is an avid crafter of handmade wares such as quilts
and fabric arts.

More: www.gottshall.com
©2005 Emily Dimov-Gottshall. All rights reserved.

www.imgmagazine.net



“Scissors”

“Empathy”
i see her

You stared at me through
Empty eye sockets

across the glass

Hollow and oval

every day

At their rims.

she looks even more
like me

You could not blink

oh, just like me

Though you contorted yourself
Flexing your lower body
In a rigourous warm-up exercise.

maybe she even thinks
the way i do
because some days

In and out; your limbs thrashed
Rhythmically, spurred by compulsion
Glistening under the light, while
Seizing and threading past fibres.
You emerged victorious at the end
Frantically tearing through the paper
And as we cheered for you --

i’m scared
of her intensity
oh, just like me

i’m down

trying to

You only half limped, sitting

bring her back up on her feet

Eventually still and at rest.

oh, just like me

It was only then, that we realized
Just why you couldn’t stand.


or a glow
radiates from within
i’m secretly
relieved and at peace
oh, just like me

frightened by this
predictability
why is it always two
and not three?
i wait for her to break away
oh, just like me

when she cowers

on my knees with her

Our champion athlete

if her smile creeps
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each passing day we wait
patiently to see
these reflections
of our own warped destiny
someone devastatingly familiar
oh, just like me.

so down they had to come

“In Memory of 11
September 2001”

whirling like the earth which had
lost its axis; marionettes befuddled

“so, all that lives must die limbs sprawled and splayed in all directions
and all that goes up must come down.” savagely torn from their strings

so down you had to come so down they had to come
some would say you were grudging the devil yanked apart their cores
or because they had toppled you anyway while from hell came celebratory clamour
yet envy is no tonic where was god to stretch his mighty hand
to salve the heart’s wounds and draw their entrails upwards into heaven?

so down they had to come so down you had to come
some solitary, some in sweet couplets your skeletons peeked from their closets
others making a lunge at some and stood, independent ghastly frames
perfect stranger; three’s a crowd while you endured a painful hangover
but not for much longer from being glutted on goblets of red.

tellitslant
Nothing more than words on a page to some. Dreams, defeat,
and so much more to those who take the time to know
More: defunct.c@gmail.com
©2005 C. Chong. All rights reserved.
www.imgmagazine.net



Donna deVries
A Huntsville, Ontario based painter, Donna’s work can be viewed

at Artisans of Muskoka in Huntsville,  Whetung Ojibway Gallery
in Curve Lake, Ontario, or at her home studio, 99 Brunel Road,

Huntsville. Also be sure to check out her website - joyfulpaints.com
More:  joyfulpaints.com, backcountry@cogeco.ca, or  705-788-9592
©2005 Donna deVries. All rights reserved.
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Wash Me Clean or

Woman Dreams could be
yours. Contact Donna
for more information.

www.imgmagazine.net
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Christi Stokes
There’s only one

thing left to say....
mmmm...pie
More: c_stokes@
hotmail.com

©2005 Christi

Stokes. All rights
reserved.
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Prasenjit Maiti
Prasenjit Maiti
used to write

So

sometime back

but did not come
idea in the recent

past. He makes an

attempt to explain
why in his new
work while his

earlier writings

are disowned for

reasons not known
to him.

More: pmaiti@

M o n o . . . Prasenjit Maiti

up with any new

I know the road winds here as if in ignominy as I dream yet another
fantasy and try to cling on to you my rebel words do not leave me
alone in ecstasy or defeat walking jostled among markets people

memories do not show me your smirk again or sound your cymbals

of insanity . . . I recall the music ends here when I die and listen to

the strains of yet another road not walked body not blessed woman

not scripted when benedictions shower from above in agelessness in
inanity

No

vsnl.com

Word can stay with me today as I prepare for lines that have to be

©2005 Prasenjit

talking to students around a fire that is white like the bleak meaning

Maiti. All rights
reserved.

encountered such as never before like being a writer in residence

of sentences hanging loose in corners sharp and indifferent for what
they are worth and their treachery that is rabid like their edges and

hangs and gutters and your spaces rampant that hardly make up my
keyboard

And
I sit before you today and yesterday and sip tea without sugar to

make life easier and cheaper without strings attached and rephrase
apologies for what I do not know as the garden somehow blurs

around the edges and smudges like mascara that is without vanity
www.imgmagazine.net
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Shirley van der Staay-Mondoux
A resident of North Bay, Ontario and

instructor of photography and design at

Canadore College, Shirley is blessed to live

in a such a beautiful area, and burdened with
the task of trying to beat some sense into
this magazine’s editor

©2005 Shirley van der Staay-Mondoux. All
rights reserved.

www.imgmagazine.net
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Dr . T. Ashok
Chakravarthy, D.Litt
A poet, essayist, trans-

“Seeking Love”

For the children starving to death in Africa
It seems, the looming death shadows
Unmindful of the pathetic plight
Still haunt the bone-sucked lives
Challenging the unity of human might.

lator & content writ-

er.  I composed nearly
1000 poems during

the past two decades;
receiving awards and
commendations for

poetry contributions
and participations.

Over 350 poems fea-

tured across the world

The doors of mercy in our hearts
Even now, if fail to shower mercy
And if still we choose our own delights
Mankind, forever should feel guilty.

in several Poetry An-

thologies, Magazines,
Journals, web-zines

etc.  Two of my Poetry
collections titled (1)

Charismata of Poesie
Stare into their pity-filled eyes please
Seeking love and your warm embrace
Their despair, yes, would totally erase
If we express our solidarity and grace.
We cannot even imagine the plight
Falling upon our near and dear ones
If simply ignoring in dire need is right
No doubt, we are the worst in-humans.
16
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(2003) (2) The Chariot
of Musings (2004) are
in circulation.  

©2005 Dr . T. Ashok
Chakravarthy.  All
rights reserved.

“The Endless”

“Quest for Enlightenment”

I write on love and hatred

Scripting the destiny universal

I write on wars and peace
I write on life and death
I write on dreams and reality
I write on the earth and sky
I write on the sea and land
I write on the sun and moon
I write on the stars and clouds
I write on man and mankind
I write on friends and relations
I write on bigwigs and beggars
I write on thorns and flowers
I write on colors and vacuum
I write on prose and poetry
I write on birds and animals

From your dynasty invisible
Time and again you provoke
Binding us with fancied stakes.
You bind us with childish desires
You bind us with youthful fires
You bind us with family relations
You bind us with selfish illusions.
In times difficult you are sought
In times thorny you are thought
But evading to pray for one and all
We prefer sorting individual hassles.
We ignore the one starving to death

I write on the Gods and faiths

We ignore the orphans seeking our faith

I write on the good and bad

We ignore the sufferings of others

I write on the pains and pleasures

With pretexts we ignore an ailing mother.

I keep writing without respite
Yes, probing the endless end
Ultimately I land-up ending
At another beginning of the endless.

Revered Almighty! You test our depths,
Punish us at ripe time with befitting steps
Yes, why are we made to commit the sins?
Why are we made to endure the sufferings?
Impart wisdom, Oh Lord, refresh our minds
Cleanse the souls enshrined in human bodies.
www.imgmagazine.net
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“Hearts are Made to Bleed”
(world war one)

The graves of soldiers in regimental line and unpronounced
Tombstones in long processions of military parades
Muteness ladens the air heavily all life denounced

“The Sorceress”

Bundled masses of soldiers lie cold beside their comrades
Of course it is lonely during the day
Eerie silence hovers ceaselessly willing a prayer
Faith is renewed as you remember and stay

No beauty’s pride, nor birth, nor power,
No fame, nor wealth nor age,
Has found a way to change her hour,
With spells she mixes, plays.

Admiring their strength and yet mounting with care.
Tears roll down freely along forlorn faces
Sobering reality injected, just so many races
Observing lone roses conservatively cede
All hearts choke tightly and weeping they bleed.
Rochelle Moore

and it’s time for menkind to slumber.
Her ointment applied, so that she may fly
through bright starlit skies, outnumbered.
Have o’re life each pathways trod,

Rochelle Moore is a poet, an artist and a writer. She

is based in Ireland - a writer’s paradise. To date she
has won several poetry competitions, short story
competitions, has written two published books

- Karma and Aromatherapy & Herbalism. She is cur-

rently working on her third book and a novel.
More:  rochelle.moore@hotmail.com
©2005 Rochelle Moore.  All rights reserved.
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Perchance as witching hour us nears

decreed by her own powers.
Amid the silence lone and deep
everwatching mankind as they sleep.
For the spirit world it does rejoice,
noon and night and just one sun
A magical hour it does alight
Throughout midnight hour her time’s begun.
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Autumn Glory

Michelle Basic Hendry
Michelle Basic Hendry was born in Toronto and cottaged in

Muskoka until moving to Gravenhurst permanently in 2000.

Michelle was a self-employed graphic designer for 8 years, when a

few courses in painting with artist Pat Fairhead and Native painter
David Beaucage Johnson turned her creative eye to painting.

Barabara Morton introduced her to stained glass - a medium very
natural to a designer. She began to create and win awards in both
media and calls the results of either “paintings”.

Michelle’s love of the rich landscapes of Muskoka and, in

particular, the bush has sent her on an exploration of light. “The
www.imgmagazine.net
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landscapes and the forests are unique here, and I consider it my

personal challenge to capture their light. Light reveals the spirit of
place, its energy and feeling.”

Michelle holds an Honours Degree from University of Toronto

and a diploma with distinction from Georgian College in Graphic
Design. She has instructed at Georgian College in graphic design

and has sat as a founding member on the Board of the Arts Council

of Muskoka. She has work in private collections in Ontario and the
UK

More:  www.artscapes.ca
©2005 Michelle Basic Hendry.  All rights reserved.
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Whispers of Autumn

My spirit

have foretold her fall

with invisible pens

But the wonder of her smile

It sketches tattered tales

is irresistible

writes subliminal messages

When there’s a lot
of profanity in it,
its lyrics. When

it’s clean and pure

T h e P e n . . . Laron Cue

Laron Cue

of loss and shortcomings
I have watched

The life of my old ghost

He is searching

to love you

that the fair maiden called love
emits

The old ghost smiles

for the glow

My spirit

longs to the feel

etry. You be the

My eyes

Tantra!

More:  www.

canheadrecords.
blogspot.com
©2005 Laron

Cue. All rights
reserved.

Again

The pen’s script is fulfilled

the warmth of her rays

judge. What’s up

I long to feel her

And its aged course

with odd rhyme

schemes, it’s po-

and the rush of her kiss

search for hers and get lost
in her gaze

Can she see me?
How deep can she stare into me

As I begin

as you kiss me back
Slowly

the sun rises over the south
and spreads her wings
The old mans laughs

as his form loses its grey
She sees me and my ghostly
companions
Kisses are given to us all

without losing her grip and falling

Only then does the pen stop

My pen’s movements

empty and quiet

head over heels

www.imgmagazine.net

And rest on its side
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Shirley van der Staay-Mondoux
To see more, turn to page 14
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A twenty year old
American poet
trying to break

into the publish-

ing world. Not

S l e e p . . . Sheena Sonnier

Sheena Sonnier

As the street lights pass
the darkness pulls me into a deep sleep
drowsiness and heavy eyelids follow
My head bobs
finally finding a hollow spot in my seat

for the fame and
fortune, just the
satisfaction of

having made it.
More:  www.po-

Waking to a parked car
empty to all surroundings
Lanterns light the alley
unknown shadows lurking behind

etrypoem.com/

freeversepoetry or

GrnEyed_Faerie@
msn.com

©2005 Sheena

Suddenly awakened by a jolt
squinting up to find my husband embracing the wheel at a stop light
feeling a reassuring hand on mine
smiling back with a deep sigh of relief that it was just a dream

Sonnier. All rights
reserved.

www.imgmagazine.net
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